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Abstract

The question of how best to compare and classify the 3D structures of proteins is one of the

most important unsolved problems in computational biology. To help tackle this problem, we

have developed a novel shape-density superposition algorithm called 3D-Blast which repre-

sents and superposes the shapes of protein backbone folds using the spherical polar Fourier

correlation technique originally developed by us for protein docking. The utility of this approach

is compared with several well known protein structure alignment algorithms using receiver-

operator-characteristic plots of queries against the “gold standard” CATH database. Despite

being completely independent of protein sequences and using no information about the inter-

nal geometry of proteins, our results from searching the CATH database show that 3D-Blast is

highly competitive compared to current state-of-the-art protein structure alignment algorithms.

A novel and potentially very useful feature of our approach is that it allows an average or “con-

sensus” fold to be calculated easily for a given group of protein structures. We find that using

consensus shapes to represent entire fold families also gives very good database query perfor-

mance. We propose that using the notion of consensus fold shapes could provide a powerful

new way to index existing protein structure databases, and that it offers an objective way to

cluster and classify all of the currently known folds in the protein universe.
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Introduction

Following the pioneering work by Anfinsen on the reversible denaturation of ribonuclease, it

has become almost axiomatic that a protein’s amino acid sequence determines its native three-

dimensional (3D) molecular structure, and that its 3D structure determines its specific function.1

Consequently, biologists often calculate sequence alignments as a first step towards determin-

ing the function and evolutionary origin of an unknown protein or gene sequence. Although

it is now known that the native conformations of some proteins are intrinsically unstructured,2

many of the ca. 65,000 protein structures currently available in the Protein Databank (PDB)3 are

seen to adopt well-defined 3D folds. Furthermore, it is well known that protein folds are often

more evolutionarily conserved than their sequences.4 Thus, comparing a protein’s 3D fold with

a database of known folds as well as analysing its sequence can often be more revealing than

analysing only its sequence, especially for novel structures coming from structural genomics ini-

tiatives.5 Considering the current exponential growth in the number of protein structures which

are being solved by crystallographic and nuclear magnetic resonance technniques, there is

therefore a pressing need to be able to exploit this growing wealth of structural information more

effectively. Indeed, in our opinion, the question of how best to compare and classify the 3D

structures of proteins (and by implication, how best to relate protein structure to function on a

genomic scale) remains one of the most important unsolved problems in computational biology.

Currently, the most widely used protein structure classifications are those of the CATH6 and

SCOP7 databases. CATH and SCOP classify domain structures into hierarchies of domain

families and fold super-families. Both approaches employ sophisticated processing schemes to

analyse the primary sequences and secondary structural elements (SSEs) of new structures,

and both require expert manual curation to deal with novel or difficult structures. Such classi-

fications are very useful for organising families of related structures, and for relating structural

and functional similarities.8 However, all current protein structure classification schemes have

both strengths and weaknesses,9 not least because there does not yet exist a universally ac-

knowledged definition of what actually constitutes structural similarity per se.10 In other words,
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whereas symbolic techniques for aligning protein sequences such as the Needleman-Wunsch11

and Smith-Waterman12 algorithms have become standard tools in bioinformatics, it remains an

open question how best to align and compare their 3D structures.13 Furthermore, considering

the large and rapidly growing number of 3D protein structures available in the PDB, there is a

growing need to develop new methods to align and compare protein structures rapidly and accu-

rately.5,14 Indeed, developing new protein structure alignment algorithms has recently become

a very active area of research.10

Most existing structural alignment algorithms compare cliques of distances between pairs of

Cα atoms or vectors formed by the Cα-Cβ atoms of each non-glycine amino acid.14 However,

these approaches are much more computationally expensive than symbolic alignment tech-

niques because they typically entail the calculation of multiple least-squares rotation matrices,

and this is expensive in the context of dynamic programming alignment algorithms. For example,

current structural alignment algorithms typically consume several seconds of central processor

unit (CPU) time per pair-wise comparison.14 Consequently, public structure alignment servers

which must compare tens of thousands of structures for each query are typically implemented

on large computer clusters in order to provide their results in a reasonable amount of time.

This article presents a novel 3D shape-density approach called 3D-Blast for representing

and comparing protein folds using expansions of orthogonal spherical polar Fourier (SPF) basis

functions. This approach was originally developed by us for rigid-body protein docking,15 but

we recently showed that it could also be used to superpose and compare 3D protein shapes.16

Here, we use the SPF representation to encode the shape-density of only the protein backbone

heavy atoms (Cα, C, O, and N) in order to represent and compare protein folds in a completely

sequence-independent way. A novel and potentially very useful feature of this representation is

that it allows the average, or “consensus”, shape of a group of proteins to be calculated easily.

Thus, a given group of proteins such as a CATH fold family may be represented using a single

sequence-independent consensus shape. We believe that this representation could ultimately

provide an objective way to describe and classify protein fold space automatically.
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Here, we present a detailed comparison of 3D-Blast with several well-known protein struc-

ture alignment algorithms, namely SSM,17 Dali,18 and CE.19 Because it is straight-forward to

calculate rotation invariant (RI) descriptors, or RI “fingerprints” (RIFs), from the SPF represen-

tation (see Methods), we also compare the RIF mode of 3D-Blast (“3D-Blast-RIF”) with our

implementation of 3DZD20 which compares proteins using RI descriptors derived from expan-

sions of 3D Zernike polynomials.21 In order to compare these algorithms objectively, we use

the CATH protein structure classification6 as a “gold standard.” The utility of each approach is

evaluated using several example structures to query the CATH database and by measuring the

ability of each algorithm to retrieve the members of the same CATH family as the query struc-

ture. The performance of each algorithm is measured by calculating the area under the curve

(AUC) of receiver-operator-characteristic (ROC) plot analyses22 of queries against the CATH

database.

Although the CATH classification consists of an expert-defined hierarchy of homologous fold

families and super-families, it should be borne in mind that this does not necessarily correspond

to an optimal classification with respect to automatic structure alignment or 3D shape recogni-

tion algorithms. Nonetheless, the ROC results show that the SPF approach performs at least

as well as the best of the above structure alignment algorithms. Furthermore, we find that

comparing a query structure against a database of SPF fold family consensus shapes is con-

siderably faster than explicitly searching the entire database, and gives only a modest reduction

of accuracy. Overall, our results show that querying the CATH database using SPF represen-

tations gives very good precision and recall, and that most retrieval errors arise because some

CATH families contain members with diverse topologies which have rather different 3D shape-

densities. This suggests that SPF consensus shape representations could be used to construct

a novel and efficient 3D database indexing system, but that it would first be necessary to cluster

fold space according to the SPF metric. We propose that as well as creating a new way to index

protein structures, carrying out a full and fresh clustering of this type could reveal unrecognised

relationships between existing structures, and could help to enumerate objectively all of the folds
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in the protein universe.

Methods

SPF shape density representations

In the SPF approach, protein shapes are represented as 3D shape-density functions, ρ(r),

expressed as expansions of orthornomal basis functions:

ρ(r) = ∑
nlm

anlmRnl(r)ylm(θ,φ), (1)

where r = (r,θ,φ) are the usual 3D polar coordinates, ylm(θ,φ) are real spherical harmonic

(SH) functions, Rnl(r) are Gauss-Laguerre (GL) radial functions, and anlm are the expansion

coefficients. The summation ranges over all n, l, and m subscripts such that |m| ≤ l < n ≤ N,

with N being the order of the expansion. The expansion coefficients may be calculated by nu-

merical integration over the selected set of heavy atoms.15 Thanks to the special rotational and

translational properties of the basis functions, a pair of proteins may be rotated and translated

into superposition by comparing only their expansion coefficients.23 In order to superpose a pair

of protein structures, we calculate a pose-dependent Carbo-like similarity score, SROT , using:

SROT = a.b/(|a|.|b|), (2)

where a and b represent vectors of expansion coefficients for proteins A and B, respectively.

The Carbo similarity measure was originally devised to describe the similarity between the elec-

tron density distributions of a pair of small molecules.24 It may be considered as a kind of cosine

similarity measure, in which identical shape-density functions give a value of unity when they are

perfectly overlayed. Conceptually, the similarity score may be maximised by holding one protein

fixed and by performing a six-dimensional (6D) rotational/translational search over a range of
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poses of the other protein. However, in practice it is more efficient to rotate both proteins while

varying the inter-molecular separation. Here, we let the inter-molecular separation range from

zero to 10Å in steps of 0.75Å, and we use a rotational sampling scheme based on icosahe-

dral tessellations of the sphere using rotational steps of about 16◦. The rotational part of the

suerposition search is implemented using batches of 1D or 3D rotational FFT correlations.25

Rotation invariant fingerprints

Although SPF superpositions can be calculated rapidly using FFT techniques, and the calcu-

lations may be further accelerated by using modern graphics processor units (GPUs),26 it is

still relatively expensive to use this approach to search a large structural database. There-

fore, it is desirable to devise pose-invariant “fingerprint” techniques which can search very large

databases rapidly. Noting that SPF expansion coefficients with the same values of m transform

amongst themselves under rotation, it is natural to use the vector interpretation of SH coeffi-

cients to calculate RIFs as:

Anl =

( l

∑
m=−l

a2
nlm

)1/2

. (3)

If the coefficients anlm define the shape-density of a protein, then the vector of RI descriptors

A = {Anl, ...,0 ≤ l < n ≤ N} encode its radial mass distribution. By analogy to Equation 3, a

RIF similarity score may be written as:

SRIF = A.B/(|A|.|B|). (4)

In a similar spirit to the SPF approach, the 3DZD shape-density representation may be de-

fined using a expansion similar to Equation 1 in which Zernike polynomials replace the Gauss-

Laguerre radial functions. However, because the Zernike polynomials are defined which respect

to a dimensionless distance scale, all proteins must first be scaled to fit within a sphere of unit

radius. It is worth noting that previous studies using 3DZD functions have not explored the

special rotational properties of the SHs, and instead used only RI comparisons similar to Equa-
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tion 4.20,21 Furthermore, because the Zernike basis functions are defined on a finite domain, it is

not possible to calculate how the Zernike coefficients might change under translations. Hence,

for comparison purposes, we also use only the RI 3DZD representation, calculated using the

formulae given by Novotny and Klein.27

SPF representation of the CATH database

The present study uses version 3.2 of the CATH database (June 2009; http://www.cathdb.info)

consisting of 12,287 non-redundant protein domain structures which have been classified into

2,178 homologous super-families (i.e. which belong to the same “H” level in the CATH classifi-

cation). These H-level CATH super-families are here called “fold families” for brevity.

One limitation of the SPF representation is that the Gauss-Laguerre radial basis functions

need to be scaled to a given distance range, and any shapes which extend beyond this range

are represented only very poorly. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the sizes of the protein

domains in the CATH database, as estimated by their maximum radii. This figure shows that

most domains have radii in the range 25–30Å. However, a significant number of domains are

much larger than this. Therefore, in order to cover the full range of known domain sizes, we use

five bins which span the radial ranges of 0–20, 20–30, 30–40, 40–50, and 50–60 Å. Any domain

with a radius greater than 60Å is assigned to the final bin. Because our SPF-based Hex protein

docking code already uses a scale factor appropriate for typical domains of radius 25–30Å, it

is convenient to use this range as a reference scale, and to scale each protein’s coordinates

accordingly before calculating its SPF coefficients.

Figure 1 here

In practice, because it is difficult to select the optimal bin for a given protein, and because

the size of any query domain should also be taken into account, we choose to calculate SPF

coefficients for all scaling bins for each protein domain. Although this may seem to be waste-

ful for very large or very small protein domains, it facilitates parallelisation because each bin
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contains the same number of elements, and it allows the SPF correlation calculations to use

one set of translation matrices23 for all bins, which is computationally advantageous. Searching

the database with a given query domain can then be performed using just one bin selected

according to the size of the query.

Calculating consensus fold family shapes

The SPF representation provides a convenient way to calculate the consensus shape of a family

of K proteins because the calculation reduces to taking the average of their expansion coeffi-

cients:

ρCONS(r) =
1
K

K

∑
k=1

ρk(r)

= ∑
nlm

( 1
K

K

∑
k=1

ak
nlm

)

Rnl(r)ylm(θ,φ).
(5)

However, before calculating the consensus shape, all of the K member proteins must first be

mutually superposed. This is achieved by first identifying and superposing the SPF density rep-

resentations of the two most similar proteins to form a seed consensus shape. The remaining

proteins are then superposed onto the seed consensus, and a new consensus shape is com-

puted from the average SPF exansions of the superposed shapes (Equation 5). The proteins

are then superposed again onto the new consensus, and the cycle is repeated until conver-

gence. This normally takes just two or three iterations.

Performing sequence-independent least-squares fitting

Calculating the SPF superposition of two domains allows a sequence-independent correspon-

dence between pairs of Cα atoms to be identified easily using a modified Needleman-Wunsch

algorithm. For example, by calculating the distance, Di j, between pairs of nearby Cα atoms i

and j in the superposed domains, the matrix elements, Si j, of a similarity scoring matrix may
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be calculated as:

Si j =















10(1−Di j/DMAX) if Di j ≤ DMAX ,

−4.5 otherwise.

(6)

We use a relatively small distance threshold of DMAX = 5Å so that only spatially close residues

are considered in the scoring matrix. Thus, the optimal Cα alignment may be found by back-

tracking through the similarity matrix with a gap penalty of -10, and the domains may then be

superposed by performing a least-squares fit of the resulting paired Cα atoms.

Measuring alignment quality

In order to assess the quality of an alignment, and to allow comparison between different align-

ment algorithms, we use the “Q-score” quality measure defined by Krissinel and Henrick:17

Q =
L2

NANB
(

1+(RMS/3)2
) , (7)

where L is the number of pairs of aligned residues, NA and NB are the number of residues in

domains A and B, and RMS is the root mean squared deviation between the aligned residues.

This scoring function clearly favours long alignments with low RMS deviations. A perfect align-

ment between two identical domains would give Q = 1, whereas the Q-score tends to zero for

very poor alignments. Here, Q-scores are calculated both before and after least-squares fitting

in 3D-Blast, and are calculated for all results presented for SSM, Dali, and CE in Table 2.

ROC analysis of database query performance

Here, the utility of each alignment method is measured using ROC-plot analyses of queries

against the CATH database. The database is queried using a single structure, and any of the

NP structures that belong to the same CATH fold family as the query are treated as positive

matches. More generally, each query against the database produces a ranked list of matches,
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and the numbers of positive and negative matches are counted as the list is traversed. If an

element of the list is a positive match and it is ranked within the first NP elements, it is treated

as a true-positive (T P). Otherwise, it is treated as a false-negative (FN). Conversely, if that

element is a negative match and it is ranked below the first NP elements, it is treated as a

true-negative (T N). Otherwise, it is treated as a false-positive (FP).

A ROC analysis allows scoring functions to be compared objectively by plotting the rate of

true positives (T PR = T P/(TP+FN)) against the rate of false positives (FPR = FP/(FP+

T N)) as the match list is traversed. A perfect scoring function will rank all of the positive in-

stances before all of the negative instances, giving T PR = 1 for all values of FPR, i.e. a hori-

zontal line in the ROC plot. On the other hand, a random scoring function will give T PR = FPR,

i.e. a diagonal line in the ROC plot. The total AUC of a ROC plot normally gives a good measure

of the overall ability of a scoring function to recognise the positive instances. However, as is the

case here, it is often desirable that a scoring function should place one or more positive in-

stances highly in the ranked list. Hence, the AUC of the first 5% or 10% of the ranked database

is often used as a common measure of “early performance”. Both of these AUC metrics are

used here.

It should be emphasised that the above Cα alignment and least-squares fitting procedures

described above do not affect the ranking of database structures with respect to the query. 3D-

Blast always ranks database query results by SPF similarity and not by Q-score, and it finds

Cα alignments without necessarily performing least-squares fitting. The web server version of

3D-Blast makes available both superposed and fitted PDB atom coordinate files, and structure-

based sequence alignments in several formats.
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Results

Comparison with existing structural alignment algorithms

Previously, we used low resolution SPF shape-density representations using polynomial expan-

sions to order N=6 to cluster and classify the 3D shapes of protein domains.16 This gives a fast

way to compare the gross features of protein shapes, but we find that such low order polyno-

mials do not resolve the detailed shapes of their backbone folds. Figure 2 shows the all-atom

and backbone SPF density representations of the ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme HSPC150 us-

ing polynomial expansions to order N = 25. This figure shows that high order SPF expansions

can resolve and distinguish the main α-helix and β-sheet SSEs of a typical protein domain.

However, somewhat surprisingly, to superpose and compare such backbone density represen-

tations, we find it is often sufficient to use considerably lower order expansions such as e.g.

N = 10, and that using higher order expansions gives very little additional benefit (details not

shown). Hence, all SPF shape comparison calculations presented here use expansions to order

N = 10 (giving 385 coefficients), although N = 25 (5,525 coefficients) will continue to be used

for clarity in the illustrations.

Figure 2 here

The ROC plots and AUC bar charts shown in Figure 3 show the ability of the original 3D-

Blast all-atom shape-density representation to recognise the correct fold family members when

searching the entire CATH database (12,287 domains) using as queries the six domains listed

in Table 1. These queries were chosen to provide examples of each of the four main structural

classifications in CATH (i.e. all-α, all-β, α+β, and irregular), and to span a range of domain

sizes (i.e. from the relatively small ubiquitin conjugating enzyme to the large leucine rich repeat

variant). In order to demonstrate that these selected structures are representative of typical

structural queries, the ROC plot analysis was applied to a further 200 randomly selected CATH

domains. Figure 3 shows the aggregate ROC plot and AUC bar charts obtained for these ad-

ditional queries, calculated by vertically averaging the individual ROC curves. Overall, the very
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good AUC values obtained in these challenging tests show that while the all-atom SPF repre-

sentation generally gives very good recognition of the query by the fold family members, some

members of the Bira Bifunctional and Cystein Rich Repeat domain families are not recognised

especially well by the 12as and 1b8t query domains, respectively, and that these queries some-

times give better similarity scores with domains belonging to other domain families.

Figure 3 here

Table 1 here

Figure 4 shows the results obtained for the above six query structures when using the SPF

backbone representation, along with the corresponding results obtained using the SSM, Dali,

and CE structural alignment algorithms. This figure shows that the SPF backbone shape-density

representation gives much better recognition than the all-atom representation for all of the ex-

ample queries, placing all but a few outliers in the first percentages of the ranked database,

even for the two difficult cases mentioned above. Overall, Figure 4 show that SSM gives almost

perfect recognition of the six example query structures, with the results for 3D-Blast being al-

most as good. Dali also performs very well, although in this case the early recognition of the

1w4e family members is not is good as the other five queries. Although CE also has good early

recognition for most queries, several of the expected domain family members (true positives)

appear towards the end of the ranked database, and hence overall performance is somewhat

lower than for the other algorithms.

Figure 4 here

In a similar manner, Figure 5 compares the RI scoring schemes of the SPF and 3DZD

representations. It should be noted that here we use the same order of Zernike expansion as

Sael et al.20 to obtain 121 RI Zernike coefficients, whereas using N = 10 SPF expansions gives

only 55 RI coefficients. This figure shows that the SPF fingerprints give much better recognition

than 3DZD, and indeed that the AUC values for 3D-Blast-RIF often approach those of CE,
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Dali, and SSM. We believe the poor performance of 3DZD is primarily due to the fact that the

Zernike representation requires all domains to be scaled to the unit sphere, which normalises

out important size and volume differences.

Figure 5 here

To compare the overall performance of these algorithms, Figure 6 shows aggregate ROC

plots of the above results, calculated by vertically averaging the ROC curves for each of the

six queries. The corresponding AUC values show that SSM gives the best overall fold family

recognition with an aggregate AUC of 0.999, being closely followed by 3D-Blast with an AUC of

0.997. Dali and CE give AUCs of 0.993 and 0.938, respectively. On the other hand, 3D-Blast-

RIF gives an AUC of 0.975 which is better than CE, and which is considerably better than 3DZD

(AUC=0.661). These results show that 3D-Blast can recognise fold families almost was well as

the state-of-the-art SSM approach.

Figure 6 here

Aligning low sequence identity structures

As a further test of our approach, 3D-Blast was used to align several pairs of structures with

low sequence identities which had been identified previously by Gerstein and Levitt28 and Sippl

and Wiederstein,13 and which are considered to be difficult structures to align using current

approaches.29 Because SPF shape-densities are superposed using discrete rotational and

translational search steps, the best SPF shape-density superposition of two domains does not

normally correspond to an optimal superposition in a least-squares sense. Nonetheless, once

an an initial superposition has been found, it is straight-forward to optimise it by finding and

fitting corresponding pairs of Cα atoms using a modified Needlemann-Wunsch algorithm.

Table 2 lists the Q-Score quality values, the number of aligned residues and their calcu-

lated RMS deviations obtained by 3D-Blast, SSM, Dali, and CE for 12 pairs of low sequence

identity pairs. Supplementary Table 1 shows in detail the corresponding sequence alignments
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obtained from the 3D-Blast superpositions. In each case, using fitting marginally increases

the 3D-Blast Q-score and reduces RMS deviation of the initial SPF superposition, but it does

not change the total number of aligned residues. This table shows that each algorithm often

gives apparently good alignments for most cases, with SSM and Dali giving the best overall

Q-scores and RMS deviations. Supplementary Figure S1 shows the structural superpositions

obtained by 3D-Blast and SSM for each of the 12 cases, and Figure 7 highlights three selected

examples of these superpositions. The first two 3D-Blast superpositions (1eudA1–1ccwA and

1te2B–1zolA) in Figure 7 agree very well with SSM. However, the third 3D-Blast superposition

(1eudA1–1eudA2) is clearly inferior to the SSM alignment. Indeed, although 3D-Blast finds a

good steric superposition in this case, visual comparision with the SSM alignment shows that

one of the domains is flipped with respect to the other. Hence, the 3D-Blast superposition has

fewer correctly associated SSEs than the SSM alignment. We believe this occurs because the

volumetric overlay in the flipped orientation is larger than in the SSE-defined orientation, and

because 3D-Blast does not use any primary sequence or secondary structure information to

guide the superposition. Visual inspection of the remaining superpositions in Figure S1 show

that this effect occurs in a further three cases (1lt3A–1efyA, 1nal1–1qbaA, and 4aahA–1gofA),

each of which involve structures that appear to exhibit one or more pseudo-symmetry axes in

their shape-density representations. Hence, these examples demonstrate that 3D-Blast can

find good superpositions for proteins with very low sequence similarities, although it does not

always correctly orient structures with pseudo-symmetrical shape density functions.

Figure 7 here

Table 2 here

Calculating and comparing fold family consensus shapes

In order to explore the notion of using a single consensus shape to represent the 3D shape

of each fold family, we calculated and stored the SPF consensus shape for each of the 2,178
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fold families in the CATH classification. Figure 8 shows three examples of the consensus fold

shapes, calculated for the Cytochrome P450-Terp (56 family members, CATH code 1.10.230.10),

DNA polymerase III (60 members, CATH code 3.10.150.10), and Winged Helix (167 members,

CATH code 1.10.10.10) fold families. Visual inspection of these structures shows that the con-

sensus shapes capture rather well the main secondary structural features for the first two of

these fold families. However, it can also be seen that the more diffuse consensus fold shape

of the Winged Helix family, which is one of the largest CATH fold families, does not correspond

very well to the invididual member structures, largely due to the greater diversity of size and 3D

shape of the domains in this family.

Figure 8 here

To test the utility of comparing query structures against a database of consensus fold

shapes, several further database search experiments were performed using the original six

query structures along with the above three fold families. Figure 9 shows the aggregate ROC

results obtained when querying the database of consensus fold shapes using each of the se-

lected fold family members. This figure shows that in many cases, the query matches the correct

consensus fold family shape more closely than any other consensus fold. This suggests that

consensus fold shapes could be used as a novel and efficient kind of 3D database indexing

technique. Table 3 summarises the quality of the first match of each query against the consen-

sus fold database using a simple count of the number of matched CATH codes at each level

of the CATH hierarchy. This table shows that the consensus shapes of several fold families

are matched very well by the individual member queries, whereas, as expected, the consensus

shape of the large Winged Helix family does not give good recognition. This suggests it would

be difficult to construct a useful database index for the domains in this particular CATH family.

To investigate this further, the SPF shapes of each of the domains in this family were clustered

using Ward’s agglomerative clustering algorithm.30 Figure 10 shows the resulting dendrogram

obtained. From visual inspection of the cluster members, we determined that this fold family

should be split into no less that 13 clusters. The individual consensus shapes of each of these
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clusters are also shown in Figure 10. As each of these shapes are quite distinct, this further

supports the proposition that this CATH family cannot be represented adequately by a single

consensus shape.

Figure 9 here

Figure 10 here

Table 3 here

Rotation invariant consensus fold recognition

With the exception of large and diverse fold families such as the Winged Helix family consid-

ered above, the results so far suggest that using consensus fold shapes could provide a useful

and efficient way to index large structural databases. Since comparing RIFs is much faster

than performing rotational correlations, it is natural to consider the utility of comparing RI query

structures against RI consensus fold representations. Figure 11 shows the aggregate ROC

performance achieved when using SPF RIFs to query the full database of 12,287 domains

compared to querying 2,178 RI consensus fold shapes. Both plots in this figure show very good

recognition of the query domains, with aggregate AUC values of 0.89 and 0.85, respectively. It

therefore seems reasonable to suppose that if the recognition difficulties caused by large and

diverse families like the Winged Helix family could be resolved, even better precision and recall

should be possible.

Figure 11 here

Computational efficiency

Table 4 shows the individual and average execution times in minutes for 3D-Blast, SSM, Dali,

CE, and 3DZD to search the CATH database using the six example query structures in Table 1.

With the exception of SSM, all calculations were performed on one core of a 2.8GHz Intel Corp.
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Q9550 processor with 4Gb memory using the publicly available versions of Dali and CE, and us-

ing our own implementation of 3DZD. As SSM is only available via a server, its execution times

were estimated from the server output, and were normalised to a single 2.8GHz CPU core.

Furthermore, because 3D-Blast uses the same multi-threaded SPF code as Hex,26 it can use

multiple CPU cores or multiple GPUs when suitable hardware is available. Hence, GPU timing

results are also given for 3D-Blast using a 1.4GHz 240-core GTX-240 device from nVidia Corp.

Considering first the CPU times, Table 4 shows that CE and SSM are the fastest superposition

algorithms, taking around 1 and 2 hours per search, respectively, with SSM being consistently

about 5 times faster than 3D-Blast. On the other hand, using the GPU to calculate superposi-

tions in 3D-Blast gives about a 5-fold speed-up over the CPU, and comparing consensus fold

family shapes is also about 5 times faster than comparing individual domains. As expected, the

3D-Blast-RIF and 3DZD shape-matching functions are seen to be much faster than the other

approaches, taking 30 seconds or less, largely because the RI algorithms do not spend time

calculating superpositions. Thus, although 3D-Blast is currently slower for calculating superpo-

sitions than the other algorithms, there are good opportunities to increase its speed considerably

by using modern hardware and by exploiting its RI and consensus fold family representations.

Table 4 here

Discussion

We have shown that using SPF backbone shape-density representation to polynomial order

N = 10 gives better fold recognition of domains in the CATH database than our earlier all-atom

3D density representation. Furthermore, using the CATH classification as the gold standard, our

ROC plot analyses of database query performance shows that the SPF backbone representa-

tion is highly competitive compared to the existing protein structure alignment and comparison

algorithms studied here. On the other hand, as demonstrated by some of the alignments ob-

tained for the low sequence similarity pairs, one weakness of the shape-density representa-
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tion is that currently it does not always correctly handle structures having axes of symmetry or

pseudo-symmetry. Nonetheless, according to the calculated AUC metrics, the overall database

query performance of 3D-Blast is almost as good as that of SSM, which is the best of the

methods evaluated here. This is clearly a very promising and interesting outcome, especially

considering the fact that 3D-Blast has very few adjustable parameters, of which none depend on

the primary sequence, secondary structure, or internal geometries of a protein. This suggests

that our SPF shape-density approach could provide a simple but useful alternative to many

of the analysis and validation steps which are currently used when adding a new structure to

the CATH or SCOP hierarchies, for example. Although searching the entire CATH database is

currently faster with CE and SSM than 3D-Blast, our timing results show that 3D-Blast is well

placed to exploit modern multi-core CPUs and GPUs.

As pointed out by Reeves et al.,31 many of the CATH super-families are highly populated

and often have a high level of structural diversity. Hence, it is most encouraging to see that

our backbone shape-density matching approach performs competitively compared to existing

geometry-based algorithms, especially since our approach is not well suited to recognise con-

served secondary structure motifs or sub-structures. It is also worth recalling that the global

nature of SPF shape comparisons inevitably means that family-based ROC analyses will show

less than optimal performance on diverse structural families, as demonstrated by the Winged

Helix example studied here. Our anaylsis of this example suggests that even from a simple

volumetric point of view, this family should be divided into several sub-groups. Since it seems

reasonable to suppose that the Winged Helix example is not untypical of other large CATH ho-

mology families, we expect that splitting such families using SPF-based clustering would further

improve the very good ROC recognition results obtained here.

Several investigators have discussed the problems of attempting to place protein sequences

and structures into discrete classes,32,33 and have argued that protein fold space is essentially a

continuous multi-dimensional space.14,29 We would argue that thanks to the use of orthogonal

basis functions, our soft SPF model of 3D shape provides a practical way to capture and en-
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code the shapes of all possible globular protein domains in this smooth and continuous space.

While there is no question that the hierarchical classifications of CATH and SCOP provide ex-

tremely useful ways to organise families of related structures, our database query results using

CATH show that its classification scheme is not optimal from a 3D indexing point of view. We

expect that performing a full SPF-based clustering of the entire CATH database would provide

a relatively straight-forward and reliable way to identify and catalogue distinct 3D fold families

automatically. Even though carrying out such a calculation would require many thousands of

CPU-hours, this would seem to be a very worthwhile direction for future work. From a database

point of view, it would follow that calculating consensus shapes and RI fingerprints for each of

these new clusters could give an efficient way to enumerate and visualise distinct protein folds,

and to provide an efficient 3D indexing mechanism with which to search structural databases.

In a wider context, calculating such fold family consensus shapes automatically could reveal

unrecognised relationships between structural families in existing classification schemes, and

might even help to provide an objective way to enumerate all of the folds in the protein universe.

Conclusion

We have shown that the SPF shape-density representation can be used to perform sequence-

independent protein structure alignments, and that this 3D representation of protein backbone

shapes provides a novel and competitive way to search structural databases. Furthermore,

we have introduced the notion of 3D fold family consensus shapes, which are straight-forward

to calculate using the SPF representation. For typical CATH fold families, our consensus fold

shapes often provide very good representative structures which capture the overall 3D shapes

of the member domains, and which can be compared with query structures more rapidly than

explicitly searching the entire CATH database. This indicates that consensus fold shapes could

provide a useful way to index large structural databases. On the other hand, since the CATH

classification contains fold families defined by expert human analyses of secondary structures,
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the diversity of some of these families makes it difficult to define useful consensus fold family

shapes in some cases.

To classify the ever growing number of protein fold families and to represent these in a

convenient way for automatic indexing and searching, we believe it will be necessary to perform

large scale clustering calculations to provide an additional shape-based indexing scheme which

will enhance existing classifications schemes such as CATH and SCOP. Carrying out a full and

fresh clustering of this type could reveal unrecognised relationships between existing structures,

and could help to enumerate objectively all of the folds in the protein universe.

Availability

The 3D-Blast server is available at: http://threedblast.loria.fr. The coordinates of the 12 exam-

ples in Table II may be downloaded from this address.
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Figures

Figure 1: Frequency distribution of protein domain radii in the CATH d atabase.
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Figure 2: Illustration of all-atom and backbone fold shape-density r epresentations. Top:
covalent bond and cartoon representations of the ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme HSPC150 (PDB
code 1yh2, chain A). Bottom: the corresponding all-atom and backbone SPF shape-density
representations to order N = 25.
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Figure 3: ROC plot performance analysis of the all-atom shape-densit y representation.
Left: ROC plots showing the ability of the SPF all-atom representation to retrieve the CATH
fold family members of the six example query structures listed in Table 1. The ROC plot labelled
“mean200” refers to the aggregate ROC plot calculated from 200 randomly selected query struc-
tures. Right: the AUC of ROC plots for the first 5% and 10% of the ranked database. All 3D-Blast
calculations used SPF all-atom expansions to order N = 10.
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Figure 4: ROC plot performance comparison of 3D-Blast, SSM, Dali, and CE. Left: ROC
plot comparison of the ability of the 3D-Blast, SSM, Dali, and CE algorithms to retrieve the
correct CATH fold family members of six example query structures (Table 1). Right: the AUC of
ROC plots for the first 5% and 10% of the ranked database. All 3D-Blast calculations used SPF
backbone representations to order N = 10.
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Figure 5: ROC plot performance comparison of 3D-Blast-RIF and 3DZD. Left: ROC plot
comparison of the ability of 3D-Blast-RIF and 3DZD to retrieve the CATH fold family members
of six example query structures (Table 1). Right: the AUC of ROC plots for the first 5% and
10% of the ranked database. The 3D-Blast calculations used 55 RI SPF backbone expansion
coefficients to order N = 10, whereas the 3DZD calculations used 121 RI coefficients.
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Figure 6: Aggregate ROC plot summary of 3D-Blast, SSM, Dali, CE, 3D-Bl ast-RIF, and
3DZD. Left: vertically averaged ROC plots for the six query structures (Table 1) for each of the
given alignment algorithms. Right: the corresponding AUCs for the first 5% and 10% of the
ranked database.
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Figure 7: Examples of structural alignments calculated by 3D-Blast a nd SSM for three
low sequence identity structures. This figure shows the structural alignments calculated by
3D-Blast (top row) and SSM (bottom row) for three difficult structural alignment examples iden-
tified by Sippl and Wiederstein.13 The PDB codes of the structures are A: 1eudA1–1ccwA; B:
1te2B–1zolA; C: 1eudA1–1eudA2. In each case, the two protein chains are coloured green and
blue, and structurally aligned regions are highlighted in orange (first protein) and red (second
protein). The calculated Q-score, RMS deviation, and total number of aligned residues for these
alignments are given in Table 2. Note that although 3D-Blast gives a good shape-density su-
perposition in example C, one of the domains is flipped with respect to the SSM alignment, and
3D-Blast aligns significantly fewer secondary structure elements than SSM.
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Figure 8: Illustrations of three SPF fold family consensus shapes. A: Cartoon representa-
tions of 8 of the 56 non-redundant domains in the Cytochrome P450-Terp domain 2 fold family.
B: Cartoon representations of 6 of the 60 non-redundant members of the DNA polymerase III
fold family. C: Cartoons of 6 of the 167 domains of the Winged Helix repressor DNA binding
domain fold family. In each case, the SPF consensus fold shape to order N = 25 is shown on
the right.
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Figure 9: ROC plot results for comparing individual query structures against a database
of 2,178 consensus fold family shapes. Here, each of the 167 members of the Winged Helix
fold family was treated as a query structure, and was compared against the database of fold
family consensus shapes. The ROC plots on the left show the number of false-positive matches
found before each query correctly matches its fold family consensus shape. The aggregate
ROC plot on the right shows the vertically averaged overall performance of the queries against
this fold family.
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Figure 10: SPF-based clustering and consensus shapes calculated for t he 167 members
of the Winged Helix fold family. From visual inspection, it was decided that this fold family
should be split into 13 distinct shape sub-families. Coloured dots show the correspondence
between each consensus fold shape and its sub-tree of the dendrogram. For reference, a
ribbon cartoon of one member of each cluster is also shown.
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Figure 11: Aggregate ROC plot performance curves for RIF searches agai nst the CATH
database. The “All Domains” curve shows the aggregate ROC plot (AUC=0.89) obtained when
searching the entire CATH database using RIF representations of each domain as query. The
“Consensus Folds” curve shows the corresponding ROC plot (AUC=0.85) obtained for the same
search against the reduced database of 2,178 consensus fold family RIFs. In each plot, all
12,287 domains of the CATH database were used in turn as the query.
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